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ALPS OutdoorZ Proudly Announces the Stealth Hunter Deluxe
NEW HAVEN, Mo. – ALPS OutdoorZ continues to expand their popular furniture lineup with the new Stealth Hunter
Deluxe, the most sturdy and comfortable 360 degree rotating blind chair design featuring newly added armrests.
“We are excited to offer what we consider a luxury spin-off of the popular Stealth Hunter. The Stealth Hunter Deluxe
offers all of the original features of the Stealth Hunter with the addition of removable and adjustable arm rests. We
all know waiting for the perfect shot can take time. The Stealth Hunter Deluxe will give you that maximum comfort
while you wait for action, and when the time is right the arm rests can give you the support you need for a steady
shot. Blind hunting can’t get much better,” says Zach Scheidegger, ALPS OutdoorZ Product Manager.
The Stealth Hunter Deluxe offers the same reputable features the original Stealth Hunter is known for. Made of
durable TechMesh material with a powder-coated steel frame, the Stealth Hunter Deluxe features a backrest with
ample support and maximum comfort. The four legs adjust independently for stability on uneven ground and the
large swivel feet prevent sinking in soft ground. An adjustable seat height and 360 degree swivel helps hunters
obtain the perfect vantage point in a fraction of a second. The included shoulder strap and compression strap for
the chair base make transport to and from favorite hunting sites quick and easy. The Stealth Hunter Deluxe is the
perfect chair to ensure you are comfortable and always in the optimal position as your next trophy comes along.
For more information about the Stealth Hunter Deluxe and the full line of products ALPS OutdoorZ has to offer, visit
http://www.alpsoutdoorz.com/.
ALPS OutdoorZ, an ALPS Brands Company
Beginning in 1993 with the establishment of ALPS Mountaineering, ALPS Brands is a continuously growing and
expanding group of companies dedicated to developing and manufacturing high quality, performance-driven outdoor
products. Currently making up the ALPS Brands family of companies are ALPS Mountaineering, ALPS OutdoorZ,
Cedar Ridge, Browning Camping and Hunting Blinds.
Using the experience and knowledge gained from manufacturing high quality camping and backpacking gear
under ALPS Mountaineering, ALPS Brands established ALPS OutdoorZ in 2007 with the mission of developing
affordable, performance-driven hunting gear. Ten years after releasing their first group of hunting products, ALPS
OutdoorZ has grown to offer packs, furniture, gun cases, sleeping bags, ground blinds and waterfowl gear. Brought
together by a shared passion for wildlife and conservation, ALPS OutdoorZ is a proud sponsor and licensee of
Delta Waterfowl, RMEF and NWTF products, and a percentage of the proceeds go directly into each organization
to support their initiatives. ALPS OutdoorZ items are sold and distributed in the best camping, backpacking and
outdoor dealers throughout the entire US and Canada. For more information, please visit www.alpsoutdoorz.com.
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